Aloha and welcome!

Dole Plantation is excited to open our doors to the public on Thursday, Nov. 12 with new practices and protocols for our world-renowned attractions, as well as throughout the property.

As you consider visiting us, we want to assure you that our primary concern is the well-being of our guests, associates and the communities we serve. Health and safety protocols have been enhanced in response to the current situation, and we have changed some business practices. These include:

- required wearing of face coverings at all times
- designated entrance and exit points to limit the number of guests on the premises at any given time
- mandatory no-contact temperature checks for visitors before entering the Plantation Center
- access to hand sanitizer and disinfectant throughout the property
- social distancing markers and reminders
- reduction in attraction capacities to allow for improved physical distancing
- and frequent deep cleaning and disinfection of all frequently touched hard surfaces, as well as amusement and entertainment areas.

Dole Plantation is committed to following the guidance and recommendations of local, state and federal agencies to deploy the best practices under these evolving circumstances.

Thank you for your understanding. We look forward to seeing you very soon!